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a fialal chcckout (.` car weight, center of gravity, and
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ISIS-A SPAC'F.C'RAI<,"1.
\LV`ItiT 3^:'1'lC^ TESTS
J. C. Oloyle
Test and Evaluation Division
Su':\BLNIIY
`.Tile ISIS-A spacecraft v:as tested in the GSFC Attitude Control 'rest l' acuity .
An initial series of tests tools place August 23-30, 1968 and a Final series No-
vember 22-27. 1.968,
In the initial series of tests the Spacecraft, as received, had a perm moment
of 388 pole cm which was roduced l)y depern'i treatment to a final value of 203
pole cm. A maximum moment of 578 pole em occurred during stray power
te sting. The maximum induced moment was 350' pole cm, whon a field of 0,3
gauss was applied + x direction. The magnetic moment of the torquing coils was
measured both by magaietometer and torquemeter to be about 140,000 pole cm
both statically and dynamically. Gating thresholds and sense of moment were
proper. In addition all on-board magnetometers were satisfactorily calibrated.
In the final series of tests the perm moment as received. was 3295 pole cm,
mostly along the r axis. This was reduced by deperm treatment to 681 pole cm
as a final value. Rechecks were made: of the spin and attitude control system as
well as final calibration of the magnetometers, All results fell within the speci-
fication limits.
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ISIS-A. SPACECRAFT 1l'AGNETIC TESTS
INTRODUCTION
The ISIS -A spacecraft is to be spin stabilized. The spin rate is to be a
nonihital 3 rpm and is to be controlled by torque produced by interaction between
the terrestrial magnetic field and the magnetic moment generated by on-board
toroidal air-cored coils. In addition, the spin-axis attitude is also to be con-
trollable, using the same on-board coils but in a different control mode, A
magnetometer aligned normal to the spin axis is used in spill-rate control. A
magnetometer parallel to the spin axis is used in conjunction with solar sensors
in controlling spin-axis attitude,
Six magnetometer probes are on-board. Four of these are associate(,[ with
experiments and two with spin and attitude control as previously mentioned.
The spin and attitude control system is required to be capable of changing
spin at a maximum rate of 0.1 rpm per orbit (2 hours) and to change, spin axis
inclination at a maximum rate of 3 degrees per orbit. This requires the air cored.
torque coils to be capable of producing a magnetic n,o­.ent of about 150,000 pole
centimeters, Whenever the inagpetic field component associated with a control
mode exceeds approximately 100 milli-oersteds, the torque coils are to be gated
on to the full 150,000 pole centimeters. Conversely, when the field drops bel.: w
100 milli.-oersteds, the torque coils are to be gated off.
PURPOSE
The objectives of the tests were as follows:
I. To dett;r, amine the permanent, induced and stray magnetic moments of
the spacecraft and to assess its magnetic stability.
2. To evaluate the spin and attitude control system.
3. To calibrate the six magnetometer probes on-board the spacecraft and
to determine the effects of the spacecraft permanent, induced and stray
magnetic fields at these probes.
4. To deperm compensate, and make any other adjustments necessary to
achieve satisfactory magnetic characteristics for the spacecraft,
I
So( -1,I)
The t(. is	 conducted ill the GS C Attitude Control 'rest Favility. This
f."1011ty cttilizes a '10 foot Ilia IIratuibek ^ oil s stem to i^^ (Auce a controlled iling-
llvtic,^ fivIcl of high uniformity
 over a large contr.al volunlc. The facility is do-
scribed in Alwendix A.
The 1818 -A spacecraft was mounted oil the turixtabl v—d'W-Wy with the J loot dia,
deperlll. Coil in place. The orientation of tho spacecraft Nvas such that Its } x axis
was directed north, its .. 1 v c x!s was c11rectecl cast and its °+ r axis directed up.
This orientation conforms to Lho t r ►AFC convention except for the z taxis whose
positive direction 1s opposito,
Magnetic nicasurol ents were made at foul' locations using
 
Forster Hoover
Model Alp
 5050 tri- axial prohes. The locations of those probes were as shown
on I-"aguve 1. Note that Probe No, 2 loc-aced to the cast of the spacecraft Nvas re_
toeated from (i foot to 17 feat during the magnetic moment, portion of the torque
coil testing sequence, The 911gii ils from the probes were hard-wired to the
Operatloils and InStrunlentation Building for monitoring, The signals were dis-
pl.ayod as nic:'•ter indications, as analog tl; aces oil Brush recordev ind as digital
coMputor print-outs (1TADAS), The rooter reacting-s and analogy traces were used
for real time quick look monitoring, the 4T,ADAS print-out not being immediately
avItilable. The final calculations  which appear in this report aro based oil the
;1TADAS print-mils,
Proccdure
laltial magnetic tests were performed on th-c ISTS -A spacecraft in August
1968. These consisted of:
1, Initial moment lllcasurenlen't
miss exposure
3. Dept rm by do rotation from 1 0 gauss maximum
4. Measurement of torquer coil feedback to magnetometer probes
a.	 1Tc asu'elnent of initial probe bias clue to laerlxlanellt moment.
G, ^Nlagnct c;ompensatioll
2
,ITION OF PROBS x2* FOR TORQUE COIL
MAGNETIC MOMENT TESTS.
BE pl
ALL PROBES SET
TO "Y" ELEMENT
IAN V'I W
PROBE 11
NORTH
`	 61
-011	 A
MOUNTING FOR
I	 MAGNETIC TESTS
PROBE N2 } 	 a
4
Oil
PROBE x3
91.011
S
1  ii
ILE_VIEW
1
/PROBE #4
rh!	 *NOTE — THE POSITIONS OF PROBES 1 AND 2 WERE AS
'
	
	 SHOWN DURING THE INITIAL TESTS BUT WERE
TRANSPOSED DURING THE FINAL TESTS,
Figure 1. ISIS-A Mounting for Spacecraft Tests
3
r.	 'Itwillu'l , o(jil !111,11 (11 t4f threshold I let-1 . 11111vati oil
1 11duve(I 111:1- owliv 11it)11wilt ille"I sit rellit -litI-
9	 fli'M	 111o.l.-all'ollielit
10. Magil f, 10 Illeter c"111bl"'10011 (x oild Y sell "ors)
11. Torque Lost of tort illor coils
G'. sensors)
Filial illapietic tests wore porl'twined ill Novo-1111)(q. 1 ' ()O'^ , 'ito'(j of:
1. Rocheck of porni nioniont
0	
- de rotation from -0 g- uss maximumF.. Deperni ox	 0	 11
a. Probe Was nicas Liremint
.1. Torquer coil feedback ineasurein.,nt
5.	 Induced inagnotic lnoill^ 11' ille"Isureillent,
5 ^T or(I u(, r coil thresholdnicasur oinent
The details of the procedures followed ill cari-vilit, out tli(-^se tests and the
Coniput"Itional techniques used are suillillarizod ill App(-. ,n(lix B.
INITIAL TEST
Results 
and 
Discus*sion
Magnetic Moinent —The inat riletic moment hi story of the spacecraft as de-
termrnecl	ine from magnetic field measurements appears in Table 1. The measured
moments are seen to be well within the nominal values considered acceptable.
Torquer Coil Moment T yre results of the torquemeter measurements of
torquer coil moment appear in Table 2. It is app rent that torquerneter measure-
ments and magnetic ineasurements taken under static field condition are in good
agreement. The monient produced by the torquer coils is approximatel y 140,000
pole cen.meters as compared to the aoillinal value of 150.000 pole centimeters.
4
Table I
Alagnetic Moments — Initial Tests
Moment	
'Monient MaOrientation	 I	 gnitude
Magnetic State	 (Degrees cw	 (Pole crii)
From	
A'&Y	 M	 -XI+Y Direction) z 	 total
-55 388Initial Perm 80 384
Post 15 Gauss E.,q)OSUre 80 699 -99 706
Post Deperm 230 305 45 308
Torque Coil On 270 141,000 — 141,000
Post Torque Coil Operation 250 282 73 292
Induced (0.3 Gauss In +x Direct.) 0 350 — 350
Post Induced 270 289 49 293
Perm + Stray 110 511 -271 578
Final Perm 270 200 37 203
Note: All values listed are with respect to the spacecraft axes.
The perm moment of the spacecraft was difficult to measure ,'Is the signal to
noise ratio was unfavorable. The resonating technique was used, the result being
an M X Y of 438 pole cm as compared with 200 pole cm -obtained by magnetic
measurement.
Compensation —The perm moment of the spacecraft was suffici-Intly wi-diin
bounds that no compensation was necessary. A small compensating magnet of
about 1 pole cm was added to the S 600 probe to nialce the probe bias acceptable.
Flight Magnetometers —'Pests were run to measure magnetometer probe
bias, magnetometer system hysteresis, magnetic feedback from the torquing
coils, hysteresis widths and threshold switching levels. This information was
5
Table 2
Torquoineter 'rest — Initial Tests
Applied Field Tor(lue
Control 'Maglietic
lVil-eq. Alliplilude Amplitude Mo inont,
Rad/
 
?
 See G'aninias Direction (Dyne. can) Direction (:Dole 0 111)
1-44,000Spin Up 0 00 000	 x I	 ) CCW
1Spin Down 0 X 41,000 CW 1317,000
Spill Down 0.4 :30,000  	 CW 25,000* C W 137,000
Spill Up 0.4 30,000	 CW 25,000* CCW 139,000
Spin Up 0.2 :;0,()00
  
	 CW 6 62 ,150* CCW 11-43,500
Spin Down 0.2 f10,000	 CW 95,550* CW 1,42, 000
Spacecraft Perin X1on1(-mt
.250 00,000 N-S 192	 OSC.Off M Y	 -320
Off .250 (;0,000 E -W 179	 f	 OSC ivix
	
-298
* Avc!ragc Value
collected directly by the project via telemetry from the spacecraft and is reported
out in RCA-Victor Co., Ltd., internal memo from J. R. C. Cox to J. M. Stewart of
31 October, 19G8; File No. 91650-55,
Problems
During one of the tests of the attitude control system it was noted that the
torquer coils remained on in zero field. This was ascribed to insufficient bias
voltage in the magnetometer electronics and was to be corrected by the project,
A small Perin bias change was noted on probe z 600. This was found to be
due to the presence of a steel ring in a nearby connector, This was to be replaced
subsequent to the initial test phase,
6
Due to difficulties experienced in generating a z axis field with the 40 foot
coil system it was decided to tip the spacecraft over on its own steel dolls} to
check attitude control threshold levels and to calibrate the z axis magnetometer,
Dater on, the z axis artificial field was turned on and operated satisfactorily,
Calibration was repeated.
FINAL 'PEST
Results and Discussion
Magnetic Moment—The magnetic moment history of the final test is shown
in Table 3. 'These moments are higher than recorded during the initial tests,
It is presumed that the spacecraft was exposed to a strong magnetic field in the
interval between the initial and final tests. The final value of perm, while much
higher than at the end of the initial testing phase is still within specification
limits of 750 pole cm per component and 1500 pole cm total,
Spin Cuntrol Sys tem
 —Static Fields were applied and magnetometer measure--
ments were made at several levels of input voltage to the attitude control system
Table 
Magnetic Moments — final 'Tests
Magnetic State
Moment Orientation
(Degrees CW
From +x Direction)
Moment Magnitude
(Pole cm)
---
MX F M, Mcatal
Initial Pern1 241 306 -3280 3295
Post Deperm 43 383 -579 694
Induced (0.3 Gauss +x) 22 380 +90 391
Induced (0.3 Gauss -z) 250 217 -487 533
Final Perin 36 321 -600 681
Note: All values listed are with respect to the spacecraft axes.
olectronic.q . From this the inomont clue to the torquer coils was calculated
Applied Field
	
Input Voltage P
	
iiloctc	 ^T^ ('C"^^x^^1uG^^4 Coils)
10,000 gannnlas (-x)	 1.9	 Spill-Up	 -07,100 pole, C111
10,000 gainnias (-x)	 ,,	 Spin-Up	 -118.000 pule cna
10,000 gainnias (-.X)	 26	 Spin-Up	 -1-:16,000 pole cm
I
10.41:00 gammas (+x)
	
22	 Spin-Down	 -152,000 pole cnn
10,400 gammas (--x) +	 >	 Spin-Do«Nm	 +12-0,000 pole cni1
Daring the above tests the probe, locations were as iollow,s:
Probe No.
	 Location
1	 17 feet east
2	 {	 9 feet north
3	 0 feet up
4	 9 feet down
Dynamic field tests of the spin-control system, were also rein with a field of
30,000 gammas rotating at 3 rpm in a clockwise direction. Both spin-up and
spin-down modes were commanded. These tests confirmed proper direction of
control torque. The scale which it was necessary to use on the strip chart
records precluded accurate measurements of coil moment or triggering threshold
values but the rough values obtainable were of the proper magnitude. Additional
records were obtained by the project via telemetry link.
Magnetometer Calibration. --A final calibration was made of the spacecraft
magnetometers. Data were collected by the project by means of telemetry. Re-
sults were satisfactory.
Problems
As previously mentioned, the spacecraft had evidently been subjected to a.
strong field along its z axis sometime between the initial and final magnetic tests.
8
This created a difficult situation since it was not possible with available equipment
to apply a deperming field along the z axis. After several attempts, a satisfactory
level of perm was finally achieved by using a horizontal axis rotational deperm
from an initial 39 gauss level combined with a constant 50,000 r field Applied
along the z axis in opposition to the perm. moment.
CONCLUSIONS
The spacecraft, after final deperm. treatment, was within prescribed magnetic
limits. The final perm, moment was 681 pole centimeters as compared to a maxi-
mum acceptable value of 1500 pole cm.
The spin and attitude control system was operated in all its control modes,
Proper threshold values for gating the torque coils were demonstrated as well
as proper sense of the magnetic moment generated. The moment values achieved
were slightly less than the design goals; approximately 140,000 pole centimeters
vs. a goal of 150,000 pole cm.
The on-board magnetometers were satisfactorily calibrated.
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APPENDIX A
DE'S RIPTION OF FACILITY
The Attitude Control `.rest Facility (ACT F) provides a controlled magnetic
environment in which to carry out magnetic tests of spacecraft or spacecraft
components. The 40 foot diameter, 3 € xis coil system permits the establishment
of zero field or of a field of any desired magnitude and direction with a maximum
of 60,000 gamma per component, Current regulated power supplies provide sta-
bility of :b I gamina over a 24 hour period while the coil geometry provides uni-
formity of field within 0.6 gamina over a spherical volume of 3.2 foot radius.
Three earth's field magnetometers and associated control systems provide auto-
matic compensation for the daily variation of the uarth's field.
In addition to the generation. of static magnetic fields, tho coil currents may
be programmed so as to produce a resultant vector which will rotate about ally
desired axis through the center of the coil system at a maximum rate of 100
radians per second. The magnitude of the rotating vector has a maximum limit
of 60,000 gamma.
The facility is also equipped with a 5000 pound capacity overhead hoist, a
2000 pound capacity hydroset for gentle handling of delicate spacecraft, a track
system and dolly for transporting the spacecraft from the trueklock to the center
of the coil system and a turntable at the coil center which is powered to rotate
the spacecraft through 360 degrees while it is centered in the coil. The turntable
is equipped with an angle encoder so that angular position and magnetic measure-
ments may be synchronized. In addition a gimbal is available with which to pro-
duce rotation of the spacecraft about a horizontal axis.
Fields up to 50 gauss for perming and deperming the spacecraft along one
axis  can be provided by means of a portable helmholtz coil pair of 9 foot diame-
ter. There is also available a 5 foot diameter coil for applying such fields along
a second axis of the smaller spacecraft.
The facility is equipped with a highly sensitive torquemeter located directly
below the turntable, which permits the direct measurement of torques resulting
from the interaction between the magnetic moment of the spacecraft under test
and the field produced by the coil rystem itself. The torquemeter can be rigged
to accept loads to 5000 pounds and to measure torques to an accuracy of 50 dyne
centimeter s.
Tour tri-axial fluxgate type magiietometers are available and m,ay be used
simultaneously to provide meter display, strip chart records or digital print-out
A-1
records. The positions of the magnetometer probes may be,
 varied to suit the
particular aceds of the individual spacecraft or sub-system under test,
A photograph of a spacecraft under test in the facility is shown in Figure
A-2
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APPENDIX 13
TEST PIIOCI,',DURPS AND C01M]PUTATIONAL TB'Cl1NIQU1--,'S
WPOLli,, 'IN-TO MINT DETERMINATION
With the spacecraft in the truck lock, zero field is established at the center
of tile, coil using the station Schoenstedt magnatometer. All four Forster Hoover
probes are then adjusted to react 	 The spacecraft is next rolled bn on the
dolly Into the center of the coil and rotated clockwise (as seen from.
through ti complete revolution about We z axis,
Using the magnetic field data obtained during the above operations, the dipole
moment components are calculated on the assumption that near fiold effects can
be disregarded and that the measured field is due to a theoretical dipole, Under
these circumstances
	
2M Cos (t ,	 M Sin 4) ^J -	r +.. -- tTh
r3	 r 3
where
ff = Magnetic field intensity vector
M = Magnetic dipole moment
Radial distance from dipole to point of measurement
Angular displacement between dipole moment vector and radius vector
r = Unit vector in the direction of the radius
Unit vector tangential to the radius vector.
The Forster Hoover probes are located in line with the x, yand z axes of the
facility. Therefore the x, y and z components of dipole moment produce either a
radial field at 0 or a tangential field at 90*, on each of the four magne-
tometers.
The components of magnetic moment may be calculated from the fields
measured at each of the probes wliler, the spacecraft is rolled in.
is
B-1
For the magnetozlieter located to the north:
iYx r 3
Mx	 w 2 .^
MY	 -I1Y r3
Mz	
—Hz 
r3
For the niagn ,3tometer located to the cast:
MX	 --Ia r3
HY r3
MY ^ - 2
M z
	—II2 0
For the magnetometers located above and below:
M X - —HX r3
My `, -HY r3
H r3
z
Mz	 2
When the spacecraft is rotated at th.e center of the coil system, a s gna,4ire
is obtained at each of the probes._ If the probes are sufficiently far away than
higher order multpoles make a negligible .contribution to the field, the signatures
from the x acid y probes will be sinusoidal. The total moment in the x y plane
may be calculated from the peak-to-peak reading as follows:
B-2
For the niagnetometer located to the north
M	 (kiX)P-P r3
X Y 	 4
(11Y	 t. 3
MXY	
l'n.. _,4
For the magnetonicter located to the east
x P-P
MXY	 _2
M	
(HY ) P'-P r s
XY	 4
For the magnetometers located above and below
M	 X P-P
X Y 	 2
M	
(HY )P-P r
3
XY	 2
The angular orientation (0) of M XY is gotten by observation of the angular
displacement of the spacecraft corresponding to the peak reading of a particular
horizontal probe, For exampie, suppose a positive peak of the x component of
the north magnetometer occurs at a 90 degree rotation. The +x axis of the
spacecraft is then painting east while MXY is directed north. In this case 6), the
angle measured clockwise from the +x axis of the spacecraft, is 270 degrees.
Tlius we see that in-out and rotational data provide us, theoretically, with
more than enough information to calculate the spacecraft moment. However,
near field effects often appear in the signatures of probes close to the spare-,Taft.
In addition, probes located farther away may see very weak fields and thi4. be
difficult to read accurately. Having readings from a number of magnetometers
B-3
permits the use of judgement in. selecting the data which will give the most
accur"Itc. results.
Exj)os ure
This is accomplished by energizing with do the pair of 9 foot coils within
which the spacecraft was Centered. The current is adjusted to produce the cle-
sircd field level of 1 5 gauss.
I eperm
Spacecraft doperniing; is usually done by energizing the 9 foot coils with
GO cycle ac; starting at a 50 gauss level and gradually diminishing to zero. In
the case of ISIS-A this could not be clone since the project had placed a limit on
the rate of change of flux of 50 gauss per second. ISIS-A deperraing was accom-
plished by rotating th,,^  spacecraft at 9.6 rpm within the 9 foot coils while slowly
diminishing the field from 00 gauss to zero in a period of 90 seconds.
i1I,g71etometer Calibration
With the spacecraft centered in the coil, the outputs of the flight magnetometers
were compared with the strength of the field produced by the coil facility along each
axis in turn.
Torquer Coil Magnetic Testing
.Magnetic fields were produced by the facility to activate the torquer system.
The threshold values
 for activation and turn-off were measured with both static
and rotating fields. During this period the east probe was moved from G feet to
17 feet away to permit measurement of the dipole field of the torquer coils and to
establish a value for dipole moment which could be compared with the value ob-
tained during torque testing.
Torquemeter Tests
The Nil< III for quemeter ;xtas used to determine perm moment of the space-
craft -,aid to evaluate its altitude control system. To determine the perm n1oment,
a knoNvn field is applied by means of the facility coil system and the corresponding
spacecraft torque is measured. The magnetic moment is found from the relation-
ship
L - m x B
where B is magnetic induction.
B-4
1
In terms of components,
L71	 Mx	 By
and
72	 My	 Bx
From these relationships, M X
 and M y may be determined, M x cannot be
evaluated without tipping the spacecraft since the torquemeter is only capable of
measuring torques about a vertical axis.
The accuracy of the above measurements can be improved by making use of
the dynamic response characteristics of the torquemeter. If the impressed fiold
is oscillated at the mechanical resonance of the torquemeter, the respons-e can be
ma;nifierl, the limit being imposed by the amount of damping present. Typically,
the dynamic response is greater than the static by t factor of about 10,
When the torquemeter is to be used to evaluate a spin.-control systen -t the
impressed field is rotated at a rate corresponding to the spin rate of the space-
craft. When the spin control system is energized, the resulting torque is applied
to the torquemeter.
The average value of the torqueYneter's output is then equal to the average
value of the spin control. torque. While this is worthwhile information by itself,
it is also possible to infer the torquer coil dynamic magnetic moment providing
the energization thresholds and the rotating field are blown, The following
analysis serves to develop the concept;
With a magnetic field of strength B o
 rotatinga t an angular velocity w. the
torciuer coil moment will interact with the quadrature component of the field to
produce a torque equal to
L z M x Bp = MBo sin (A, t
The control system gates and inverts the torquer coil moment to produce a
pulsing output torque as shown
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In the above analysis f71, 
C) 2 ) t) 3 and & 4 are the threshold angles for torquer
coil energization and L AV is the average value of the pulsing input torque (also
equal to the average value of the restraining torque of the torquemeter),
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APPENDIX C
CIIIIQNULOG'Y OF EVENTS
INITIAL TESTS
Thursday, 22 August 1968
ISIS-A Spacecraft arrived at the mttgnetic test facility at 6:30 P.M.
Friday, 23 August 1968
Measured initial perm moment "as received".
Performed spacecraft exposure and deperm.
Established polarity of torque coil moment.
Mond ay, 26 August 1968
Measured magpetie field feedbacks from torque coils.
Measured and compensated probe bias.
Measured gating thresholds for x and y axes probes.
Tuesday, 27 August 1968
:ire-aligned probe z-600.
Measured gating thresholds for z axis probes.
Calibrated z axis magnetometer probes in tip-over fixture.
Wednesday, 28 August 1968
Measured induced moment.
Measured stray field moment including solar simulation.
Calibrated x and y axes probes,
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Measured peril of spacecraft tip-over dolly.
PrOIXIMI WVJUOMOAer for tests,
'I'liursday, 29 August 1968
Conducted tOr(jUC1110tCV tests.
Friday, 30 August 1968
Recalibrated z axis probes using z artificial.
Made final check of spacecraft perm moment.
Spacecraft shipped out.
FINAL STSTE ,
Thursday, 21 November 1968
ISIS-A Spacecraft arrived at Magnotic Test Site.
Friday, 22 November 1968
Measured "as received" perm.
Conducted preliminary deperming.
Monday, 25 November 1.968
Conducted final deperming.
Tuesday, 26 November 1968
Rechecked perm moment post ACS exercise.
Wednesday, 27 November 1968
',Vleasured induced moment.
C-2
Rechecked spin-axis control system.
Mado final check of perm ni.oment.
Finfal probe calibration ,uid Was ineasurements were made.
C-3
